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Never completely satisfied, 
Robinson Outdoor Products, parent 
company to ScentBlocker, Scent Shield, 
Tree Spider, and Whitewater Strategic 
Hunting Apparel, continues to focus 
on customer driven innovation and 
creativity. Guided by their corporate 
mission statement, Robinson has one 
simple goal: to help improve the hunt-
er’s experience. � e original company, 
Robinson Laboratories, was founded 
in 1978 by Bill Robinson. Bill was cre-
ating pet deodorizing products at his 
home when he saw a need and soon 
became involved in the hunting indus-
try. In 1985, with his invention of Scent 
Shield spray, Bill created an entirely 
new product category in the indus-
try - scent elimination. Mr. Robinson 
was a revolutionary and he created a 
company with a legacy of unconven-
tional thinking; a company that prides 
itself on asking “why not” in addition 
to “why.”

For over 35 years, Robinson has 
tested the limits of traditional thought 
and created some of the most versa-
tile and ground-breaking scent control 
and safety gear available today. 2013 
is no di� erent and at the ATA Show, 
Robinson unveiled all the newest cre-
ations, expanded a few popular lines 
and continued to leave the hunting 
public hungry for more!

Trinity Synthetic Scent Control
Just as conventional motor oil 

has been surpassed by synthetic oil, 
Robinson predicts that activated 
carbon will take a backseat to syn-
thetic Trinity technology. Speci� cally 
designed to adsorb human odor, Trinity 
technology is scent control science that 
is over 10 years in the making. Scott 
Shultz, president and CEO of Robinson 
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Outdoor Products, describes the new-
est innovation: “Carbon was good; for 
many years, it was all we had. Today, 
with the advent of ScentBlocker Trinity 
technology, the ability to adsorb and 
control human odor is far superior!” 

To understand scent control gar-
ments, one must � rst understand 
scent adsorption. Not to be confused 
with the term “absorb,” which means 
“to combine with,” “adsorb” means 
“to gather and cling to.” Porous scent 
adsorbing particles form a low energy 
attracting bond with renegade scent 
molecules, trapping them before they 
can be released into the air outside 
the human body. � e adsorbing bond 
is not a complex one and can eas-
ily be broken by the heat generated in 
a conventional clothes dryer. � at is 
why ScentBlocker recommends that its 
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gear be air dried � rst on a clothesline 
and then re-generated in the dryer. 
Once the garments have been properly 
washed, air dried and then tumbled in 
the dryer, they are “re-charged” and 
ready to suck up more odor.

� e cornerstone for any e� ective 
scent adsorbent material is a large, 
porous surface area. For years, acti-
vated carbon was the pinnacle of scent 
adsorbing materials. A naturally occur-
ring odor adsorbent with large sur-
face area and porous surface, carbon 
worked well on a broad spectrum of 
odors. For the past 10 years, however, 
ScentBlocker was determined to best 
Mother Nature and create a synthet-
ic material speci� cally designed to 
adsorb human odors. � is ideal mate-
rial would allow for a more � exible 
application, be more consistent than 
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ScentBlocker’s Alpha series with new Trinity synthetic scent control technology is 
designed to handle anything Mother Nature can throw at it. The company boasts that 
like the postal service, neither snow nor rain nor wind will slow down the Alpha.

Trinity Particle Boosts
Odor Adsorbing Power
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carbon and not require a liner. 
� e answer to ScentBlocker’s quest 

for the perfect scent adsorbing mate-
rial is Trinity synthetic scent control 
technology. I asked President and CEO 
of Robinson Outdoor Products Scott 
Shultz about the impact of Trinity 
synthetic technology on the outdoor 
industry. He said, “Imagine a particle 
of Trinity, one teeny tiny little speck. 
� at particle alone contains thousands 
of scent adsorbing pores. If the par-
ticle were peeled like an orange, lay-
ing the peel � at to demonstrate the 
entire scent grabbing surface area, the 
piece itself would have a surface area 
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of roughly a postage stamp! Now, con-
sider an entire garment full of synthetic 
Trinity particles. If an entire garment’s 
worth of Trinity particles were peeled 
and spread out to show surface area, 
they would envelop an area equivalent 
to over 16 football � elds!” According 
to ScentBlocker, with this great sur-
face area capable of adsorbing odors, 
Trinity will go a long way between 
recharges in the dryer.

In the past, activated carbon cloth-
ing was made from carbon originating 
from organic compounds such as wal-
nut husks, coconut shells and anthra-
cite coal. Synthetic Trinity is based on a 
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complex series of cross-linked molecu-
lar chains of proprietary polymeric res-
ins, which are engineered to possess an 
extraordinary interior surface of per-
fectly shaped, highly charged micro-
pores. Robinson reports several inde-
pendent laboratory testing facilities 
have recorded very positive results with 
Trinity. Trinity was found to exhibit 
up to 40 percent greater adsorption 
capacity of simulated human odor than 
activated carbon and up to 200 percent 
greater adsorption capacity than lava 
based zeolite. 

Another unique quality of Trinity 
is its application process. ScentBlocker 
is proud to say the days where acti-
vated carbon gear resembled the sweat 
suits that high school wrestlers used to 
rely on to drop weight are long gone. 
� rough this new process, the Trinity 
material can be applied in a layer 
equivalent to the thickness of a T-shirt. 
By being so thin, Trinity will work with 
almost any garment, hat, glove or face-
mask and still be light and breathable. 
� is ultra-thin, scent adsorbing layer 
is a � rst of its kind. Mike Swan, direc-
tor of marketing at Robinson Outdoor 
Products, is proud of the versatility that 
Trinity synthetic technology allows. 
“Now, powerful, lightweight scent 
adsorbing gear is available for early 
season deer hunters, Rocky Mountain 
elk addicts and spot and stalk hunters 
everywhere.”  

Swan also shared, “Trinity...it’s not 
state-of-the-art...it is totally new art; it 
is disruptive technology to the category 
of hunting apparel! So powerful, yet so 
thin and light and versatile, that...well 
...it’s almost divine!” Using the platform 
of Trinity synthetic technology as a 
foundation for change, Robinson has 
re-invented many of its popular mod-
els and also introduced a few new ones 
that are sure to be hits.   

� e 1.5 Series of Gear
Mike Swan describes Scent-

Blocker’s 1.5 series as “…everything in 
next to nothing.” 

 � e company believes that the 
1.5 series is perfect as a base layer or 
worn alone. Light, thin and � exible, 

Nicole Reeve shows o�  the SOLA Bombshell Vest. This fashionable vest is also 
very functional.

By  Jason Herbert
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the 1.5 will � t under anything or be 
just enough in warm weather hunts. 
� e foundation of the 1.5 series is 
ultra-lightweight MicroWick technical 
fabric with 4Direction stretch 
fabric for freedom of move-
ment and enhanced comfort. 
� e MicroWick fabric is tem-
perature regulating by wicking 
away moisture and keeping the 
wearer comfortable and dry. 
Silver is a well-known antimi-
crobial agent, inhibiting odor-
causing bacteria on the fab-
ric before it has time to react 
with perspiration to produce 
o� ensive odors. ScentBlocker 
feels that the super thin Trinity 
application is the perfect team-
mate for the lightweight, � ex-
ible and dry 1.5. 

ScentBlocker took the 
advancements of Trinity’s 
scent adsorption with its ultra-
thin application and com-
bined it with its famous S3 
Antimicrobial material to make 
the 1.5 series a “virtual scent 
vault.” Swan also added, “� ere 

the 1.5 will � t under anything or be 
just enough in warm weather hunts. 
� e foundation of the 1.5 series is 
ultra-lightweight MicroWick technical 

is no other product on the market as 
thin, as lightweight, as breathable and 
with e� ective scent control as the 1.5.” 
Available in Realtree Xtra and Mossy 

The ScentBlocker SpiderWeb has side loops to clip in a lineman’s 
belt for 100 percent safety from leaving the ground to hang a 
stand until returning to earth once the hunt is over.

This SpiderWeb 
safety set with 
insulated Out� tter 
fabric is designed for 
mid to late season 
treestand hunts.

scent adsorption with its ultra-
thin application and com-
bined it with its famous S3 
Antimicrobial material to make 
the 1.5 series a “virtual scent 
vault.” Swan also added, “� ere This SpiderWeb 

ScentBlocker feels that the 1.5 long sleeve T-shirt is 
the lightest and most scent adsorbent hunting shirt 
available today.

“Discover the only two 

archery magazines

existing in France !”

www.crepin-leblond.fr

> CHARC (bowhunting) : More than 25 000 readers every 3 months 

> Tir à l’Arc Magazine (Target, 3D and leisure archery) : More than 

30 000 readers every 3 months For any questions by e-mail : 

claubard@graphycom.com
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Oak Break-Up In� nity, the company 
believes that the 1.5 series is going to 
be a popular option for active hunts in 
warm conditions or as a base layer dur-
ing the rest of the season.

SpiderWeb Safety Garments
ScentBlocker describes its new 

SpiderWeb as a marriage of safety, 
function and scent control in one 
user friendly garment. According to 
the company, SpiderWeb is changing 
the way hunters think about safety. 
ScentBlocker predicts that no longer 
will the dilemma be presented when 
a hunter has stealthily hiked over a 
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mile in the pitch black to his or her  
most perfect treestand only to realize 
he or she  forgot his or her safety har-
ness. ScentBlocker’s SpiderWeb com-
bines the comfort and safety of its Tree 
Spider safety harness with the func-
tionality of a bib overall to make this a 
must have for any hardcore responsible 
hunter. � e � rm says, “No more wor-
ries about forgetting the safety har-
ness in the truck, or the noise of buck-
les, extra straps and needless hassle. 
Simply slip into a set of SpiderWeb and 
be treestand ready.”

SpiderWeb is available in all sizes 
and di� erent garment styles. Recon 
SpiderWeb, with Ripstop fabric and S3 
antimicrobial treatment, is designed 
for tough, warm weather hunts. 
ScentBlocker boasts that the fabric 
won’t tear or pill while keeping the 
hunter protected from the skin thrash-
ing that sometimes happens when 
trailblazing to a new location. 

� e Out� tter series of SpiderWeb 
with Trinity technology is created for 
mid to late season hunters. Out� tter 
gear is known for being warm, quiet 
and dry with its insulation as well as 
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RainBlocker and WindBlocker treat-
ments. Coupled with new Trinity tech-
nology, the company believes that 
there’s not much more a hardcore fall 
hunter could want in cold weather safe-
ty apparel. Both styles of SpiderWeb are 
available in RealTree Xtra and Mossy 
Oak Break-Up In� nity to meet even the 
most discriminating hunter’s needs. 

SOLA Female Predator Apparel
Today’s female hunter has choices 

in gear that were not available to her 
years ago. For a long while, women 
simply wore men’s hunting clothes 
and hoped for a warm, comfortable � t. 
ScentBlocker continues to listen to cus-
tomers and use their feedback to drive 
future projects. When ScentBlocker 
asked for feedback of needs and desires 
from their customers, a recurring 
request was the need for women’s gear. 
According to ScentBlocker, women 
wanted gear that would � t their bod-
ies and allow them to hunt e� ectively. 
Accepting this feedback as a challenge, 
ScentBlocker set out to make bow-
hunting garments strictly for the ladies. 
ScentBlocker soon introduced SOLA; 

The Recon SpiderWeb was created for 
early season hunts or for the adventur-
ous hunter who insists on beating the 
bushes and crashing through the thorns 
in search of the perfect tree.
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gear that is comfortable, functional and 
just for women. Now catering to one 
of the fastest growing niches in the 
outdoor industry, SOLA hunting gear 
is extremely popular with the serious 
lady hunters the company refers to as 
“alpha females.” Not only is SOLA made 
for women, it is designed by women. 
Driven TV’s Nicole Reeve is the o�  cial 
spokesperson for SOLA and has had 
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a huge hand in its 
development. 

For this year, 
S c e n t B l o c k e r  
added several new items to the SOLA 
line of gear. � e SOLA WindTec 
pant and jacket set is new this year. 
According to the company, the 
WindTec � eece jacket and pant with 
an exclusive WindBlocker membrane 
are built to keep body warmth in and 
bitter cold winds out. Also new this 
year to the SOLA line is the Super Skin 
base layer pant and shirt set. � ese 
SuperSkin garments are made with 
Mother Nature’s ideal hunting garment 
� ber, Merino wool. Comfortable and 
warm, the company boasts that the 
SuperSkin set doubles as lounge gear 
for hanging out by the � re after the 
hunt is over. New to the SOLA line, 
the Knock Out pant and jacket set are 
created for today’s Alpha female pred-
ator. With Trinity, 4Direction stretch 
framework and breathable XLT fab-
ric, the Knock Out set is “ideal for 
warm weather hunts where depend-
able scent control is crucial.” Popular 
in the traditional line, SOLA Recon 
gear is predicted to also be a hit with 
the ladies. Designed for use and abuse, 
Recon’s RipStop fabric won’t tear or pill 
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while traveling through rough country. 
Light, � exible and lined with S3 Silver 
antimicrobial treatment, the company 
hopes that Recon gear will be popu-
lar with the adventurous lady hunter. 
For the ultra-cold hunts, ScentBlocker 
added the Arctic Weight pant and shirt 
system to the SOLA line this year as 
well. Designed as an essential base 
layer on those bitter cold hunts, the 
Arctic Weight gear “will be a favorite for 
those women who dare brave Mother 
Nature’s worst.” To round out the addi-
tions, the 1.5 shirt is also available in a 
form � tting SOLA model. 

No matter the model or purpose, 
ScentBlocker intended all SOLA gear to 
be designed to � t a lady’s � gure while 
allowing for comfort and freedom of 
movement. � e company boasts that 
SOLA has “perfect pockets every-
where,” all placed where women need 
them most. 

Nicole Reeve had a lot to say about 
the experience she gained while work-
ing on SOLA. “I had so much fun help-
ing ScentBlocker develop SOLA! Finally, 
there are high performance hunting 

The SOLA 1.5 long sleeve shirt is a combination of some of 
Robinson’s newest innovations. The company believes that this 
SOLA gear � tted for a woman combined with the newest technol-
ogy of the 1.5 garment makes this shirt ideal for the lady hunter.

a huge hand in its 

For this year, 
S c e n t B l o c k e r  
added several new items to the SOLA added several new items to the SOLA while traveling through rough country. while traveling through rough country. 

The SOLA Knockout jacket is the result of function and fashion 
working together. Fitted for a woman’s � gure, Robinson says, 
“this garment is as comfortable as it is deadly.”
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apparel that we ladies can wear. I really 
appreciate how comfortable and form 
� tting the SOLA garments are.”

E� ect on Hunting Public?
What does all of this breakthrough 

technology mean to today’s hunters? 
It seems the majority of the hunting 
public is on a budget of some sort or 

apparel that we ladies can wear. I really 
appreciate how comfortable and form 

What does all of this breakthrough 
technology mean to today’s hunters? 
It seems the majority of the hunting 
public is on a budget of some sort or 

another. Some of these budget minded 
hunters end up replacing low quality 
items every year, wasting their limited 
resources. � e company believes that 
while high quality items and products 
like ScentBlocker gear may require a 
bigger  investment up front, their lon-
gevity and performance are well worth 
it. By purchasing a quality garment that 
will work like it is supposed to and will 
work for a long time, the budget mind-
ed hunter will end up saving money in 
the long term. � e money one saves 
can be used to invest in other hunting 
needs. 

So, what’s next for Robinson? Only 
time will tell. � e past 35 years have 
proven that the company is very good 
at developing new products and keep-
ing them under wraps until it’s ready to 
unveil them.

another. Some of these budget minded 

The SOLA Superskin base layers are 
made from what ScentBlocker believes to 
be Mother Nature’s best: Merino wool. Not 
only are these base layers a big help in a 
cold weather hunt; they can also used for 
relaxing around the cabin.

apparel that we ladies can wear. I really apparel that we ladies can wear. I really 

it. By purchasing a quality garment that 
will work like it is supposed to and will 
work for a long time, the budget mind-

the long term. � e money one saves the long term. � e money one saves 

needs. 

This Triple Threat bib is designed to keep 
a female hunter warm, dry and com-
fortable while spending long hours on 
the stand.
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